





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































assessment of each nomination’s conformity with the inscription criteria as provided in paragraph 2 

























































































































　　Decides, on an exceptional basis relating only to the nominations proposed for evaluation in 
2010, that the Secretariat and the Subsidiary Body examine with priority the nominations for 
the Representative List submitted by States Parties that do not have elements inscribed on said 
List, have few elements inscribed on it or have presented multinational nominations
３　DECISION 5.COM 7 （ ITH-10-5.COM-CONF.202-Decisions-EN P51-52）
４　アブダビ会議文書　http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/doc/src/ITH-09-4.COM-CONF.209-13-
Rev.2-EN.pdf　で示されている提案は以下の通り
　　The annual limit is set at 100 on the total number of nominations the Committee will evaluate. 
Priority will be given to States Parties having no elements inscribed on the List and to those 
whose nominations were deferred.
５　DECISION 5.COM 7 （ ITH-10-5.COM-CONF.202-Decisions-EN P52） のANNEX“Terms of 
Reference of the Subsidiary Body on the examination of nominations  to the Representative 
List”4（b） に、A recommendation to inscribe or not inscribe the element submitted to the 
岐路に立つ無形文化遺産保護条約 17








９　“Inscription of the element will contribute to ensuring visibility and awareness of the 
significance of the intangible cultural heritage and to encouraging dialogue, thus reflecting 
cultural diversity worldwide and testifying to human creativity.”
10　記載相当とされたのは、
　　マリ　“Secret society of the Kôrêdugaw, the rite of wisdom in Mali” 
　　ペルー　“Eshuva, Harákmbut sung prayers of Peru’s Huachipaire people”
　　UAE　“Al Sadu, traditional weaving skills in the United Arab Emirates”
11　情報照会から記載への変更は、韓国の、”Weaving of Mosi （fine ramie） in the Hansan region”。




14　DECISION 6.COM 13　（ ITH/11/6.COM/CONF.206/Decisions　P47-48）
15　DECISION 6.COM 15　（ITH/11/6.COM/CONF.206/Decisions　P85-86）
16　韓国の主張により、DECISION 6.COM 15のパラグラフ5に、
　　Notes that there was no consensus within the Committee on the report of the open ended 




　　Further decides that the information provided in nomination file 00410, Oga no Namahage, New 
Year visiting of masked deities in Oga, Akita, is not sufficient to allow the Committee to 
determine whether the criteria for inscription on the Representative List are satisfied, as 
follows:
　　R.1: Since the nomination proposes an expression that closely resembles an element that is 
already inscribed by the same State Party on the Representative List, the State should 
provide further information on what warrants an independent nomination, rather than a 
resubmission of an enlarged nomination that would include the communities concerned by 
18
both;
　　R.2: Since the element closely resembles, both formally and symbolically, the Koshikijima no 
Toshidon that is already inscribed on the Representative List, the State should explain how 
its inscription will contribute to promoting greater added awareness of the significance of 






Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible 
Cultural Heritage at the Crossroads
MIYATA Shigeyuki
In “Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage-Now in its Implementation 
Phase” (2010), the present author clarified the condition surrounding the Convention just after its 
implementation phase. Since the publication of that paper, the Convention has been discussed and 
studied on several occasions, including at the 3rd Ordinary Session of the General Assembly of the 
States Parties and the 5th/6th Intergovernmental Committee for the Safeguarding of the Intangible 
Cultural Heritage, and the Convention has been pressed to change its operation. In particular, 
subjects in connection with the evaluation of nominations for inscription on 2 lists, the List of 
Intangible Cultural Heritage in Need of Urgent Safeguarding and the Representative List of the 
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity, have been changed compared with those of 4 or 5 years 
ago. In addition, domestically, several problems have also arisen.
In this paper, the author reports on some important sessions in 2010 and 2011, the 
Intergovernmental Committee for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, the General 
Assembly of the States Parties, among them, and attempts to analyze the issues that are anticipated 
to arise in the process of such discussions.
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